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introduction
Ø passed the 1000 publications (including non collision papers)

Ø 1000th paper is the Observation of the production of three massive gauge bosons at 13 TeV
to be published on PRL as a PRL Editors' Suggestion

Ø CMS has proven to have an excellent 
Ø efficiency in

- data taking
- data quality

Ø performance of
- trigger system
- local reconstruction
- physics object reconstruction
- new algorithms targeting special phase-space

of interest for the physics analyses

…and many more to come !
about 250 in the upcoming 6 months
and 200 planned for longer timescale !
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introduction
Øexcellent performance of LHC at ! = #$ %&'

- much higher luminosity and Pile-Up (PU)
(w.r.t. Run1 and nominal)

- reached ℒ = 2×10-. /0/234

- peak PU = 30 ÷ 60
Øefficient data taking and data quality
üefficiency ~93%
ücollected ~#=> ?@A# pp collisions
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2015 2016 2017 2018

nominal luminosity

4.2
fb-1
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fb-1
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fb-1
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fb-1
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Øchallenge:
achieve the best performance for physics



CMS evolution in Run2
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Forward 
Hadron 
Calorimeter 
upgraded started in LS1 
and completed in 2017 

Muon Detectors 
• Drift tubes 

VME → μTCA readout in 2018 
• Cathode strip chambers 

new ME4/2 and RE4/1 
installed during LS1

• GEM 
slice test (GE1/1) in 2018 

Trigger System
major upgrade of L1 trigger done by 
2016 
Run 2 Trigger/DAQ: 
• L1 hardware ~100kHz 
• HLT software ~1kHz 

Run2 data taken w/ an evolving detector configuration, in particular 
the CMS detector Phase 1 upgrades started during the first Long Shutdown (2014)

and concluded during the Run2 end of the year technical stops (2019)

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter
new DAQ links in 2018 

Silicon Tracker
• Pixel
upgraded in 2017 (4th layer)
replaced some electronics in 2018 

• Microstrips 
running colder -15°C (2015-2017)à -20°C (2018)

at -25 °C after LS2 (probably)

Hadron Calorimeter
replaced HPDs→SiPMs in Endcaps in 2018 





Run2 legacy processing
Goal
- full exploitation of Run2 data, performance improvements 

and ultimate precision in calibration and alignment
- a homogenous set of data and MC for analysis 
Performance improvements
- data realignment and recalibration
- improved MC simulation and digitization model,

reconstruction and physics objects
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Example
2016 non-optimal setting of the parameter 
governing the drain speed of the preamplifier circuit 
used in the Strip Tracker readout ASIC (APV25)
led to saturation effects in the pre-amplifier of the APV25 read-out chip
à dynamic hit reconstruction inefficiency

for Legacy processing
à APV simulation leads to improved data/MC agreement
à mitigation in the pattern recognition used for the track reconstruction

CMS-DP-2020-045

CMS-DP-2020-035
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preparation 
of LS2 

production 
plans

preparation of 
Legacy datasets 

for Run2

PPD workshop:
DPG 

developments

production for 
PF calibration 

started

data/MC validation 
report on Legacy 

2017

Legacy data 
re-processing 

started for 2017

Legacy MC 
started for 2017

data/MC validation 
report on Legacy 2018

Legacy data 
re-processing 

started for 2018

Legacy MC 
started for 2017

data/MC validation report on 
Legacy 2016

Legacy data  re-processing 
started for 2016

PPD workshop:
POG developments

Legacy 2017
JECs +

EGM and MUO  SF

Legacy MC 
started for 2016

starting to prepare 
production of 

POG MC samples

Legacy 2018
EGM and MUO 

SF

Legacy 2018
JECs nearing 
completion

starting to prepare 
production of main 

MC physics samples

finalize 
SFs + JECs

Run2 legacy processing
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software updates for
- detector simulation and local hit reconstruction
- Particle-Flow (PF) thresholds and PF clusters reconstruction

Intermediate release was built, based on DPG developments, to 
produce samples needed for calibration and alignment, including 

- Particle-Flow calibration
- tracker (mis)alignment scenarios

Detector 
Physics 
Group

DPG

in parallel, 
develop high level object features, 
e.g. reconstruction algorithms 
and contents
derive data/MC scale factors and 
corrections

Physics
Performance
And Datasets

Physics
Object
Groups

POG

PPD



electromagnetic calorimeter
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conditions improvements:
- data:

- additional time-dependent corrections on top of laser-monitoring system
- full crystal-by-crystal recalibration

first time calibration of crystals for |η| > 2.5
- update of α correction factor 

in Endcap Electromagnetic calorimeter per year and vs η
- MC: 

- improved simulation of noise and resolution 
due to cell intercalibration (esp. in endcap)

Improvement on resolution

code improvements/strategy:
- reduce impact of noise on PF clustering

by crystal-dependent PF RecHit thresholds
à improvements on electrons, photons, and jets

energy resolution measured significantly better 
thanks to the Legacy calibration 

CMS-DP-2019-005



tracker
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pixel:
- data:

- conditions updates, 
automatic bad component determination procedure
including improved Cluster Position Estimator (CPE)

- MC: 
- including bad components on FED channel basis (stuck TBMs), 

ultimate performance of MC, 
including radiation damage, dynamic inefficiencies

strips
- MC: 

- include dynamic hit inefficiency
- MC/Data: 

- updated gains for the 1st period in 2016, 
affected by APV saturation

DP2020_035

CMS-DP-2020-035

CMS-DP-2020-026

having a dynamically updated list of bad components
the missing hits can be recategorized as inactive hits

⇒ further propagation of the previously stopped tracks
due the maximum allowed number of missing hits

CMS-DP-2020-044



tracker aligment
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intense work to produce ultimate Run2 alignment (2016-2018), 
corresponding to ∼ 140 fb−1

- for each year, the whole data is aligned in a single, global fit
in order to accumulate enough cosmic rays (2÷4M), since this is the limiting factor

- coping with residual systematic changes in hit positions
due to radiation

- largest alignment fits to date in terms of number of parameters to align,
with up to ∼700k parameters !
→ ∼220 geometries over the three years 

to cover significant changes over time

alignment flattens / improves
ü track-hit residual, 

"#$%&' ()*+,- − (/01-
ü track impact

parameter, < $34 >
ü track pT response
èdimuon mass, 677 , 

scale and resolution

CMS-DP-2020-038



Phase1

Phase0

primary vertex and track impact parameter 
resolution
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thanks to the Phase1 pixel detector installed in 2017
- the vertex reconstruction shows better performance than 2016 (Phase0) one 
- the track impact parameter on the transverse plane has resolution

for tracks with pT = 1 ÷ 10 %&'
()*+ = ,- ÷ ./ 01, for |2| < 2.5 
3456 = 20 ÷ 65 :;, for |2| < 1.4 [25 ÷ 90 :; for Phase-0 Pixel detector]

= ≈ ,- 01
@@- ABC

DP2020_032

CMS-DP-2020-032



muon performance
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Ø muon reconstruction combines information from the tracker and muon systems
Ø different algorithms for the reconstruction, identification and isolation are implied

ü efficiencies are generally high, 
with small pT dependence in all the probed momentum range
and across all rapidity ranges

ü consistent measurements between the different standard candles
ü up to rather large |!|, no significant scale biases are observed

1
#$%&''

= ) *, , 1
#$
+ ./ *, , .

#$%&''
= .
#$
+ )0

additive corrections to muon curvature are consistent 
with the ones from Rochester method, 

which indicate that no bias was observed 
in the muon system alignment. 

better alignment reduces 
needs for ad-hoc curvature corrections

derived at Z peak

CMS-DP-2020-040



muon performance
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Ø muon reconstruction combines information from the tracker and muon systems
Ø different algorithms for the reconstruction, identification and isolation are implied

ü efficiencies are generally high, 
with small pT dependence in all the probed momentum range
and across all rapidity ranges

ü consistent measurements between the different standard candles
ü up to rather large |!|, no significant scale biases are observed
ü excellent dimuon mass resolution⇒ first evidence of H coupling to muons 3.0σ obs (2.5σ expected)

CMS-DP-2020-040 CMS HIG-19-006

(also thanks to the very high magnetic field, and the tracking system performance)



pileup mitigation techniques
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pileup := multiple interactions during a bunch crossing
Ø additional particles deteriorate measurements

- generate extra jets in the detector
in addition to those associated to the hard scattering under study

- spoil the missing ET (MET) resolution
- affect the lepton isolation

- major challenge in LHC physics in Run2

- several mitigation techniques to cope with up to 200 interactions
à identify and reject such pileup jets

pile up identification (PU ID) discriminator 
is built using a boosted decision tree (BDT), trained 
- with 12-15 input variables characterizing the jet and the event
- on simulated samples representing 

the 2016, 2017 and 2018 detector geometry and data taking conditions

à the improvement brought by the Phase1 upgrade pixel detector 
allowed to extend the tracking coverage from ! ≈ 2.5 to ! ≈ 2.7

CMS-DP-2020-020
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pileup mitigation techniques
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- several mitigation techniques to cope with up to 200 interactions
à identify and reject such pile up jets
à handle extra particles in the physics object measurements

Charged Hadron Subtraction (CHS)
1. discard all charged constituents associated to 

a vertex other than the leading vertex 
before starting the jet clustering procedure

2. the resulting jet energy is corrected for the average energy 
associated to neutral particles from pile up vertices

this procedure ensures an almost 100% efficiency for hard scatter jets

Pile Up Per Particle Identification (PUPPI)
1. remove charged particles associated to PU vertices
2. calculate a weight for each neutral particle 

related to the likelihood this particle 
to originate from PU vertex or not

3. rescale each particle’s momentum using this weight

PF reconstructed jet CHS PUPPI

applicable for jet 
with ! < 2.4

remove 
charged particles

weight
neutral particles

Z+jets events

* CHS à improves purity at cost of efficiency 
in combination with PU jet ID

* PUPPI à good balance between 
purity and efficiency



Missing transverse energy
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the Charged Hadron Subtraction (CHS) procedure 
is not suitable for MET computation 
à it selectively removes only particles 

within the tracker volume
and PU events are only partially removed 
leading to a degradation in the MET resolution

the Pile Up Per Particle Identification (PUPPI) algorithm 
can be used for the computation of  MET 
by scaling the PF candidates by their PUPPI weight
à reduces fake MET
à reduce degradation in resolution due to pileup
à impressive resolution improvements for W+jets events

missing transverse momentum (MET) := 
the imbalance of momentum for all reconstructed objects 
in the transverse plane
Ø signature of the neutrino production
Ø plays an important role in searches for unknown stable neutral particles
Ø calculated as the negative vector pT sum of all PF candidates 
⇒ rely on the accurate measurement of the reconstructed physics objects

i.e. muons, electrons, photons, hadronically decaying taus, jets, and unclustered energy

"#$%&& = −∑ "⃗#

PUPPI will be the reference algorithm for Run3

resolution dominated by hadronic recoil

spread across the tracker
volume boundary JINST 14 (2019) P07004 JINST 14 (2019) P07004

each additional pileup interaction
degrades the PUPPI resolution

of each component by up to 2 GeV

CHS PUPPI



boosted heavy particles tagger
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JINST 15 (2020) P06005

à searches for new heavy particles decaying into high-pT top/W/Z/Higgs 
in the hadronic channel are characterized by highly Lorentz-boosted heavy particles
and imply the need of dedicated reconstruction and identification techniques
of hadronic decays in a single jet

àcategorization of jets profits from machine learning techniques 
and lots of new taggers are developed

Ø DeepAK8
multi-class classifier based on machine learning approach 
using particle candidates properties 
of up to 100 jet constituents and 7 secondary vertices
- 2 separate networks, 

later combined with fully connected layer
Ø DeepAK8 Mass-Decorrelated (MD)

DeepAK8 learns jet mass as feature 
and mjet distribution gets sculpted / distorted
- many de-correlation approaches, 

e.g.  penalty if outputs largely correlated w/ mass
→ background mass distribution smooth after de-correlation

enormous amount of information !!

outperform 
classical taggers !

adversarial training



boosted heavy particles tagger
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CMS DP-2020-002

Ø ParticleNet
makes use of the same inputs as DeepAK8,
but explore an alternative jet representation and a tailored graph neural network
à significantly improved discrimination power

Ø ParticleNet-MD
instead of techniques based on the adversarial training,
new methods for decorrelating the response with the jet mass makes use of
training on a set of dedicated samples with a flat mass spectrum for the signal particle
àshows significantly stronger discrimination power 
àa small improvement in mass decorrelation



EM shower shape 
in !-" plane 

more elliptical
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electron and photons
- electrons and photons reconstructed and identified with high precision and purity
- excellent energy resolution and electron/photon ID

are crucial in the discovery characterization of the Higgs boson 

- good timing resolution (~O(200) ps) key ingredient in searches for non conventional signature
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interplay between calorimeters and tracker

CERN-EP-2020-106
Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 061801 (2020)

Phys. Lett. B 797 (2019) 134876



electron and photons
ü fake rate and reconstruction efficiency measured in data and simulation

- in 2017 and 2018, fake rate lowered due to the new pixel detector by 30%
- electron reconstruction efficiency better than 96% over the full ET/η spectrum
à 2-4% improvements with Legacy calibration

ü energy resolution
- excellent data/MC agreement, 

after application of residual scales to data and smearing to simulated events
- overall the energy resolution through Run 2 between 1% and 3.4%
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relative resolution of the invariant mass of the Zàee
as a function of the pseudo-rapidity (η) of the electron

CMS DP2020_024

tag-and-probe method 

CMS-DP-2020-037



dedicated reconstruction for low pT electron
Ø custom low-pT electron reconstruction developed for the B Parking data set
àGSF tracking (which is computationally expensive) is seeded by a more computationally efficient logic

that identifies low-pT electron candidates
two independent boosted decision trees (BDT) that provide discrimination based on 
- a "kinematically agnostic" BDT (exploits tracking and calorimeter information)
- a model-dependent "kinematically aware" BDT (utilizes the pT, η, and the track impact parameter of an electron candidate)

à a loose "seeding working point" yields a 10% mis-identification rate while providing a factor ~2 gain in efficiency

20

first observation in CMS
of the resonant

B→J/!(ee)K*(Kπ) decay

O(1%) B Parking data set

low-pT
electron



conclusions
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CMS has a reach physics program
Ø has an excellent detector and the upgraded electronics and detector

allowed to properly handle the challenging new LHC conditions in Run2 
Ø in order to exploit as much as possible the huge amount (137 fb-1) 

of pp collision data at 13 TeV
- continuously improving reconstruction and identification techniques
- derived the ultimate calibrations and corrections 

for better data/MC comparison, resolution and uncertainties 
of the physics object measurement

ØCMS has excellent physics performance
recently submitted its 1000th scientific publication
… and many more have to come ;)





Status of publications
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a total of 994 papers on collision data 
submitted by Sep 9



measurement of the bias in the muon pT scale
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several methods are used to measure the muon scale and resolution to cover the full muon pT spectrum from 10 GeV to 1 TeV
- for the low and intermediate pT range, the Rochester method is used. 

this method is sensitive to the tracker alignment because the pT measurement in this pT range is fully driven by the tracker
it derives the calibration constants using Z to dimuon events by matching the data and MC to perfectly aligned scenario 
the correction factors consist of additive (λ) and multiplicative (κ) factors parametrized in muon ! and " for muon track 
curvature ρ = 1 / pT.
With the muon charge q, the corrected ρ is expressed as following: ρcorr. = κ(η, φ)ρ + qλ(η, φ)

- for high pT muons, the generalized endpoint (GE) method is used. 
it extracts the bias in the muon momentum scale using dimuon events with a pT > 200 GeV muon
the data q/pT spectrum is compared to multiple simulated samples with different curvature bias kb such that q/pT → q/pT + kb

high-pT muons have a small curvature (#)
biases are mostly due by constant shifts of #

due to residual misalignments of tracker and muon system



electron/photon timing performance
• timing performance

- global ECAL time resolution measured using full Run 2 data
from the time difference between the times of electrons from Zàee decays
à a global timing resolution of the order of 200 ps for energies above 40 GeV is measured.

25
CMS DP2020_037

time of the cluster seed crystal à electron time



electromagnetic calorimeter
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effect on the physics objects
- better data/MC comparison in both jet and MET quantities

for the calorimeter component 
- reduction in fake MET tails data

significant improvement in the 2.5 < % < 3.0
ECAL recalibration and updated PF thresholds



tau reconstruction
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low momentum tau (pT < 10 GeV) needed for 
B-physics and for compressed SUSY searches
- classical algorithm (HPS) fails because decay products 

are not contained in jet cone (Δ" = 0.4 /0.8)
- start from individual pions and build a tau candidate 

from most probable tracks w/o relying on the jet as seed
the low-pT )* identification algorithm 
specifically targets )± → -±-∓-± +-01 2 decay 


